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GROUND SWELL

Present: Sage, Carol Ann, Olivier, Vicky, Sue, George, Carlyn

People’s dreams for Groundswell:

Everyone who needs/ wants a home can get one in a timely way. Compassion and understanding

both sides. Not scapegoating homeless people.

Whole community becomes more compassionate. “Not problem people, but people with a problem”

Locals feeling a connection to their community, as one that is inclusive and accepting of its

marginalised members (& feels proud of its inclusive identity). Marginalised or homeless folk in turn,

feeling a sense of home and inclusiveness in their neighbourhood even if they don’t have a roof.

No homeless people in W’loo. More long term supported accommodation. Backpackers and motels

kept up to standard & cheaper. Education program for residents. Services/ accommodation options

to be more accessible to homeless people.

For the community of Woolloomooloo to create a home for all its peoples. (? Incorporating the word

‘ownership’)

- W’loo as a place where govt & community play their part where everyone is cared for

- Culture of listening and understanding and respectful discussion

- Where everyone lives together in peace

- Where everyone takes on responsibility for ourselves and our neighbourhood

- We work together to find solutions to benefit everyone

- All are respected and enjoy their basic human rights

- No prejudice or violence

- Enough for all and everyone feels safe

- All are housed who wish to be

safety for all rough sleepers. Life skills. Those who need housing to have access to it. “I am not a bum,

I just don’t have a home”

What we are not:

Don’t hold the magical answer to end homelessness.

It is not to end homelessness.

We are not a service provider or agency. We are about using our voices.

We are not affiliated to any religious/ political organisation.

We are not trying to solve the issue beyond W’loo

We are not violent/ aggressive.


